
Understanding Teas, Infusions 
and Decoctions



The recipes in the guide can make a 
difference

We all know supplements are 
convenient

But they can be expensive and often 
clients don’t stick with them

Or start experimenting on their own 
with supplements

It’s like the genie has been let out of 
the bottle



But this is not going to give them the 
idea that there are many solutions 
found in the kitchen

And with the teas, infusions and 
decoctions – we’re showing that there 
is more than food that can help

But it’s still in the kitchen, and it can be 
convenient



In the guide:

2 recipes for Th1/Th2 balancing

1 recipe for increasing Th1

1 recipe for increasing Th2

1 recipe for balancing Th17/T-reg cells

Each recipe has 4 main ingredients and 
then a couple of suggestions



Balancing Th1/Th2 Recipe 1:

Echinacea and astragalus are for balancing Th1

Turmeric and green tea are for balancing Th2

The berry powders, such as cranberry, contain resveratrol which is 

Th1 as well

Balancing Th1/Th2 Recipe 2:

Goldenseal, ashwagandha, and reishi powder are for balancing Th1

White willow bark is for balancing Th2

This recipe is a little more balancing for Th1 unless the berry powders 

with OPC, like acai, are added as these are more for Th2



The low Th1 recipe:

All the ingredients are for supporting 
Th1

The low Th2 recipe:

All the ingredients are for supporting 
Th2

The balancing Th17/T-Reg cells recipe 
is to support Tregs, which will calm 
down Th17



The honey is offered for the taste to 
help clients enjoy them more

But honey is good for immunity and so 
is maple syrup

Feel free to make other suggestions that 
may help the client to enjoy these more

Use the Food and Nutrients Doc (posted 
under the introduction video for 
Module 5) for ideas of other ingredients 
that will serve the purpose



For flavor purposes, add other flavors 
such as lemon juice or cinnamon –
something they like is acceptable

The goal is to make it taste good for 
the client

However, there are some 
considerations to remember

A client can be sensitive and needs to 
work up to the infusion or decoction 
level



Start with teas and as long as they can handle 
this, then try infusions

If a client is really sensitive, then start with 
one key ingredient as a tea for a few days, 
then add two, wait a few more days, then 
three, etc.

This way if something bothers them, you 
know which one

Decoctions can be potent enough to match 
supplements, but they would need 1/2 cup 
twice a day



Combined with the food and lifestyle 
suggestions, these recipes offer more 
help for clients to balance the 
inflammatory pathways

They may not have to do these forever 

But at least they know what to make 
when symptoms of a particular 
polarization appear again

This is a great tool to give them
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